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Welcome 
There are busy times ahead for the IB – but then again, 
aren’t there always? That’s one of the things that makes 
publishing for the Diploma Programme so exciting. 

We’ve had a busy but exciting year so far as we begin to change the way our resources are offered. From now on we’ll 
be providing the same high quality content in printed textbooks but will also be offering interactive eBooks with all our 
titles, as well as access to free support materials online at www.pearsonbacconline.com.

Along with our new offering, we’re even starting to look different. We have a smart new logo and a new tagline which 
sums up our overall aim for IB - Supporting every learner across the IB continuum. 

To mark the new look Pearson Baccalaureate we’ve decided to do something different this year. Instead of 
producing a straightforward catalogue of our resources (which you can find on www.pearsonglobalschools.com) 
we’ve enlisted the help of our IB authors, who have shared their insights into some of the most recent changes to the 
IB, as well as giving you inspiration with their top tips and expertise. 

What you’ll find inside:
ToK – expert insight into the new guide, page 2

Perhaps the biggest change this year is the introduction of a new guide for Theory of Knowledge. We’re lucky enough 
to have the architects of the new programme, as well as the ‘guru’ of the original ToK course, on our author team. Take 
a look at the ToK article to learn what’s changing and what it means for you.

Bring lessons to life with online content, page 6

We’ve also been focusing on the potential of online media in the classroom. We were lucky enough to meet Pete 
Watson – an innovative young languages B teacher with an idea for a news and culture website for IB learners. We’ve 
turned Pete’s ideas into reality with our new Exclusiva and Exclusif websites. Pete offers some great tips on how any 
lesson can be brought to life using the Internet and explains more about the new websites.

EAL students – a group needing more support than ever, page 8

Following your feedback, it’s clear that traditional IB resources are not always suitable for EAL learners and therefore 
we’ve asked EAL experts to help address this group’s needs through a unique series of brand new supplemental and 
revision titles.

And finally

We couldn’t create the products we do without the input, piloting and feedback of IB teachers and practitioners around 
the globe, so do get in touch with us if you have any comments or suggestions – we’re listening!

Thank you

The Pearson Baccalaureate Team
globalschools@pearson.com
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Theory of Knowledge – expert  insight into the new guide
Theory of  Knowledge (ToK) is changing this year, so we’ve asked our expert authors to 
give an overview of  what’s new and how Pearson Baccalaureate’s 2nd Edition textbook 
will help students and teachers get to grips with the new curriculum.

Go online for sample chapters, online sampling and more: www.pearsonglobalschools.com/IB Sign up to the IB newsletter for the latest ToK news: www.pearsonglobalschools.com/SignUp

Assessment

Includes the key competencies assessors seek, assessment 
objectives, how they are manifested orally and in writing, the 
relationship between presentation and essay, exemplar essays 
and presentation planning documents.

Shared and Personal Knowledge

Returns to the relationship between 
shared and personal knowledge to 
complete the narrative arc of  the book.

Introduction

Outlines rationale and aims for ToK within the IB Diploma. Explores 
knowledge as a positive achievement – the distinction between 
shared and personal knowledge, and knowledge as a map/model, 
which is a recurring theme through the book.

Ways of Knowing

Unlike the previous 
edition, the ways of  
knowing are now treated 
together in one chapter, as 
well as being incorporated 
into the discussion of  each 
area of  knowledge.

In addition to the original 
ways of  knowing (sense 
perception, reason, 
emotion and language), 
there are four new ways 
of  knowing: intuition, 
imagination, faith and 
memory.

Areas of Knowledge 

Introduces the key 
tool (the knowledge 
framework) for the 
exploration and 
comparison of  the internal 
structure of  areas of  
knowledge (covered in the 
9 chapters that follow), 
and the diff erences and 
similarities between them. 

Religious Knowledge 
Systems

A new area of  knowledge 
for the new curriculum 
which focuses on faith and 
reason, with an emphasis 
on religious experience.

Indigenous Knowledge 
Systems

A new area of  knowledge for 
the new curriculum focusing 
on local knowledge maps and 
totalizing systems of  thought, 
integrating human experience 
with the natural world.

Designed by the architects of the new curriculum, Pearson Baccalaureate Theory of Knowledge 2nd Edition has been 
completely rewritten to cover the many varied changes to the curriculum as well as to the assessment of student work. The three 
authors – Sue Bastian, Julian Kitching and Ric Sims – have all made substantial contributions to ToK over the years and are seasoned 
workshop leaders well known in the ToK community. Their experience will guide you through the fi rst substantial changes to the IB 
programme in 14 years.

The aim of ToK is to unify key themes for IB diploma students across all diploma subjects, as well as CAS and the extended essay, 
therefore teachers and students are off ered a concept of knowledge broad enough to embrace fi elds as diverse as poetry and chemistry. 

The new curriculum includes a new knowledge framework underpinning the subject, with a greater focus on personal and 
shared knowledge.

New ToK concepts

• The metaphor of  knowledge as a map as a way of  representing 
knowledge and solving problems in the world.

• The addition of  religious and indigenous knowledge as a way to enrich the 
concept of  knowledge and international-mindedness.

• An expanded concept and list of  ways of  knowing as methods for the 
construction of  knowledge.

• The emphasis on knowledge questions as the basis for ToK expression.

Students and their teachers will learn straight from the leadership of  
the assessment team with clear and concise guidelines on preparing and 
evaluating their work for both the presentation and the essay.

Learn about the origin of 
the ToK cover image online:
www.pearsonglobalschools.com/ToK

Learn about the origin of 

SP015_IB Brochure_v4.indd   4-5 05/06/2013   10:13
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eBooks – expand  
your digital bookshelf
More schools are “going digital’, allowing flexible learning to 
take place in the classroom and beyond. To support this move, 
Pearson Baccalaureate textbooks are now available online and 
on your tablets. Take a look at our guide to eBooks, explaining 
all you need to know about getting started and exploring the 
possibilties of  a new way of  teaching and learning. eBooks 
provide an excellent addition to print editions. They can be 
viewed on a computer, whiteboard or mobile device.

• Access content anywhere and anytime

• Digital note-taking, sharing, highlighting and bookmarking 
make study and revision more effective

• Search for key terms to speed up learning

• Downloadable files of  each chapter for offline use.

All the great things about a printed textbook but on your PC, Mac or tablet

Download the 
Pearson eText app 
to access eBooks 
on your Apple or 

Android tablet

Sign up to our IB newsletter 
for your chance to win in our 
digital resources give-away: 
www.pearsonglobalschools.com/IBWin

Glossary
Download chapters 
for offline use

Search and jump to pages 
containing specific words

Bookmark pages for 
quick navigation

Create virtual 
sticky notes

Highlight key 
words & phrases

Turn pages by 
swiping or using 
side butons

4 Visit www.pearsonglobalschools.com/IBeBooks for all titles and instant access to eBook demos

Access all your 
eBooks from 
your bookshelf



Supporting every learner 
across the IB continuum

PYP - Primary Years Programme

Pearson Baccalaureate Readers and Companions

Using an international inquiry-based approach, this series will motivate learners to 
develop important and effective reading strategies.

•	120 high-quality readers	•	9 engaging companion guides

Primary Inquirer

Designed to support the development of  new units and the enhancement of  existing 
units through collaborative planning. Developed, tried and tested with teachers to ensure 
complete suitability for every teacher’s needs.

•	20 inquiry-based theme kits	•	3 levels - Early Years, Lower Primary & Upper Primary

Reading Street

Build a love of  ideas and knowledge through concept development across multiple 
content areas. Focus on deep comprehension of  text through close reading of  
increasingly complex and diverse texts.

MYP - Middle Years Programme

International Mathematics for the Middle Years

This five-book series is tailored for students studying International Baccalaureate MYP. All 
examples and exercises take an international viewpoint, giving students an opportunity to 
learn mathematics with a global perspective.

Digits

Engage students with a highly interactive and personalized learning experience to understand 
important mathematical ideas. Digits supports students to demonstrate understanding through 
sense making and transfer of learning through authentic performance of complex math.

Interactive Science

Build scientific reasoning to link concepts, inquiry and scientific investigation to learn content 
in a hands-on and mind-on approach to learning. Interactive Science is more scientifically 
accurate and up-to-date than any other middle school science program.

www.pearsonglobalschools.com/PYP

www.pearsonglobalschools.com/MYP

5Learn more about all our resources for PYP and MYP: www.pearsonglobalschools.com/IB



Bring lessons to life with online  content
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Complementing exisiting 
resources

Language teachers and language learners have more tools at their 
disposal than ever before. Like it or not, we live in an Internet 
age, and those in education must accept this fact, and embrace 
the vast possibilities that the Internet offers.  As teachers, the 
Internet has become part of our lives, but for our pupils, it is their 
lives, a source of information and entertainment that has been 
there for them since day one. The key is to use it well, and help 
develop pupils’ skills as IB learners, developing their curiosity, 
broadening their horizons, and helping them become ever more 
engaged with the target language countries and their culture and 
society through authentic resources.

Teachers also know the value of the printed word, and I see it is 
a crucial aspect of my role that pupils are taught to appreciate the 

importance of books, newspapers and magazines. The Spanish 
and French B textbooks in particular provide a very necessary 
foundation and framework for the language learner; pupils like to 
be able to compartmentalise topics and moreover value having 
a structure that serves as a path towards assessing their own 
progress as learners. They are essential as an introduction to a 
new topic, whether it is a cultural feature, a social phenomenon 
or an aspect of current affairs or history, as well as obviously 
providing comprehension possibilities in addition to suggestions 
for exploiting the texts through discussion and debate or in 
written tasks. The Internet then comes into its own as a source 
for enrichment about whatever issue is being discussed in class, 
adding if  you like, more colouring options to the teacher’s palette.

The Internet offers every possible resource as a complement 
to the textbook. 

Want to engage students with the language?

A variety of  free websites allow students to create their own 
animations or comics with their own foreign language dialogue.

Want to broaden students’ cultural knowledge?

We all know about Wikipedia, but the Internet has specific 
sites for great authors, painters or political figures and bloggers 
who give their personal insight into what is going on in their 
country. 

Enjoy foreign music? 

Simply stream live radio from anywhere in the world. 

Fancy finding out what those in the public 
eye are doing - those sports stars, actors and 
musicians? 

Follow them on Twitter! Twitter is also ideal as a last minute filler 
for the language lesson, with tweets from the major newspapers 
and magazines and people such as the French President or the 
stars of Real Madrid and Barcelona, not forgetting the benefit of  
sharing teaching ideas with groups such as the #mfltwitterati

It is easy to get lost amongst the possibilities that the Internet 
offers though and part of  the teacher’s job is to educate the 
pupil about where to derive most learning benefit and how to 
become successful independent learners.

This is where sites such as Exclusiva and Exclusif  come in. 
The benefit of  these pioneer IB interactive sites is that they 
combine the best of  the textbook and the Internet. They 
provide the pupils with the framework to their studies with 
texts based around the Core and Options topics of  the IB 
syllabus and the teacher with extra up-to-date material to 
complement the textbook or other worksheets.

The written and video exercises are targeted to IB-type 
questions, obviously improving the pupils’ ability to revise and 
get used to the rubric as well as the level of  language required 
at Standard or Higher level for Language B. Pupils can either 
study them within the classroom via projectors or in language 

IB Spanish B teacher, Pete Watson, explores the classroom benefits of  using additional teaching   and learning content from the Internet.

Exclusif and Exclusiva

“It is easy to get lost amongst the 
possibilities that the Internet offers”

Sign up to our IB newsletter 
for your chance to win in our 
digital resources give-away: 
www.pearsonglobalschools.com/IBWin



Bring lessons to life with online  content
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labs with the assistance of  the teacher, or independently at 
home and there is the added benefit of  the dictionary tool 
which allows unknown words to be clicked on and learned as 
the text is being read.

The vocabulary lists provide key linguistic content in preparation 
for essay tasks and the speaking assessments, helping pupils 
to use more topic specific and authentic language to aid their 
productive range, and there is also the blog, an excellent 
resource for the important news headlines of the week, 
forthcoming events, or topic suggestions for future lessons.

These websites and textbooks 
provide an engaging and stimulating resource for Spanish 
and French learners. The websites’ new weekly text with 
exercises allows topics to remain fresh and relevant to an 
ever-evolving world and are an extra key for pupils to open 
more doors on the Internet to fresh learning possibilities and 
to reflect on this new knowledge, a door first opened by the 
content found in the Spanish and French B textbooks.

No doubt the websites will continue to evolve and provide 
even more opportunities and resources as quickly as the 
Internet develops.

Pete Watson
Head of  Spanish, Malvern College and lead author  
of  Pearson Baccalaureate’s Exclusiva website.

Follow him on Twitter: @pedroelprofesor

IB Spanish B teacher, Pete Watson, explores the classroom benefits of  using additional teaching   and learning content from the Internet.

“The websites’ new weekly text 
with exercises allows topics to 
remain fresh and relevant to an 
ever-evolving world”.

Try Exclusiva  
and Exclusif  
for 60 days
Go online today to start your FREE trial
www.pearsonglobalschools.com/Trial



EAL students need   more support than ever

Key challenges 
for EAL students:

Such programmes are content heavy - that is, they require students to understand 
large amounts of  material in a relatively short space of  time under specific learning 
goals. EAL students often have difficulty understanding, remembering and re-writing 
material. Many of  the concepts in the IB Diploma are not difficult to understand 
from an intellectual perspective, and yet knowledge is lost or not articulated 
properly as a consequence of  the style and presentation of  present textbooks. They 
are often written in impressive academic language pitched to an undergraduate level 
at worst, or IB 5 and above level at best. Furthermore, many texts appear to be 
spiralling upwards in levels of  language complexity, and students are left searching 
for the main points in a paragraph. Students may need to read a number of  pages to 
extract a minimal amount of  information. Once they have done this, they then have 
to work out how the information relates to a specific learning outcome and how it 
can be used in an exam situation.

• Organising the material

• Remembering it from one 
lesson to the next

• Recalling it months later in 
an exam situation

• Articulating knowledge in an 
exam situation – knowing 
how to phrase an answer in 
such a way that it addresses 
the demands of  the question 
within a strict time limit.

As the IB Diploma grows in popularity there are a 
growing number of  students entering the programme 
who do not have English as their first language. 
Increasingly, schools are asking teachers to address the 
needs of  these students within the classroom – with 
the assumption that every teacher can be considered an 
EAL teacher. This raises a number of  problems for the 
effective teaching and learning of  IB Diploma courses.

IB Psychology teacher, Christian Bryan, looks into the 
challenges faced by EAL students and what can be done 
to support their learning journey.

“Students may 
need to read a 
number of pages 
to extract a 
minimal amount 
of information.”

8 Find out more and download sample material: www.pearsonglobalschools.com/Essentials



EAL students need   more support than ever
These tasks are difficult for a native speaker, but they can be 
almost impossible for students new to a language. In some 
courses, such as Psychology or ESS, the material itself  is new, 
as it will not have been already delivered in less complex ways 
earlier in the school. Therefore, teachers have the added 
burden of  approaching material without the advantage of  
scaffolding to previously learned content. Moreover, current 
texts can also be seen as failing the needs of  a growing cohort 
of  teachers. The ongoing transformations within the global 
labour market have led to an increase in the supply of  highly 

qualified teachers from native centres. These teachers represent 
the globalisation of  high skills; able to deliver complex material 
to IB standards but who are themselves EAL. The IB Diploma 
is a truly global phenomenon being adopted in all corners of  
the world, from the fully equipped fee-paying international 
schools of  capitals and major cities with a largely native English-
speaking staff, to village schools deep in the Siberian tundra with 
highly qualified and dedicated teachers but whose academic 
environment is not in their, or their students’ native tongue.

Furthermore, as more state schools adopt the Diploma, the 
IB-recommended class sizes are becoming irrelevant, as schools 

in the state sector have less of the financial or legal freedoms to 
either employ additional teachers and open up more classroom 
space or simply limit the number of students taking courses. 
Consequently, Diploma teachers are finding a greater range of  
academic and language ability in their classrooms; less time to plan 
lessons and in some cases, classroom management problems. 

Pearson Baccalaureate Essentials
Since Essentials are not designed to be core textbooks, they 
have been written with clear syllabus telegraphing, zero 
superfluous material and key points emphasized. Our goal was 
to elucidate content in the context of  each syllabus with a focus 
on structure and clarity for EAL students and teachers.

Our overarching aim with the new Essentials series was to 
create a resource that can sit alongside more comprehensive 
textbooks, ‘unlocking’ and accessing the information for the EAL 
student in a way that does not lose rigour or ‘dumb down’. The 
authors have filleted, reorganised and reframed content in a way 
that is designed to remove as much of the cognitive burden as 
possible, breaking down the barriers to learning and providing 
a highly targeted delivery of the skills and information needed 
to organize, understand (in the context of syllabus learning 
outcomes), remember and then write knowledge accurately.

Christian Bryan (Ed.D) 
Psychology teacher,  American International 
School of  Budapest, Hungary

“...a resource that can sit alongside more 
comprehensive textbooks, ‘unlocking’ and accessing 
the information for the EAL student”

Sign up to our IB newsletter 
for your chance to win in our 
digital resources give-away: 
www.pearsonglobalschools.com/IBWin

Sign up to our IB newsletter 

9Download a sample chapter: www.pearsonglobalschools.com/Essentials



l Complete series listings

l 30 day online sampling

l Find out which conferences 
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l Sign up to receive our 
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